
SOME TEXTUAL PROBLEMS IN ODYSSEY 10 
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In this article I shall argue that Od. 10. 456 is, as is generally assumed, an inter
polation, and that - what has not been generally realized - 455 is almost 
certainly corrupt: I shall propose an emendation. I shall also argue that the 
passage 47 5-9, usually regarded as an interpolation, is almost certainly genuine. 
Moreover, in the course of my argument I shall discuss various questions which, 
while relevant to that argument, have in addition an importance of their own: 
the relationship between Odysseus and his companions; the relationship 
between the Nekyia and the rest of the Odyssey; the principles to be observed 
in the use of Eustathius as evidence for the numerus versuum of Homer; and the 
general question how likely the omission of a line or series of lines by a small 
group of our Homeric MSS. extending beyond a single family is to stem from 
scribal carelessness. 

456 is omitted by the vast majority of our MSS., 475-9 by a few of them; I 
must therefore state at the outset what value I attach to external evidence of 
this kind. Here it will only be possible to outline briefly the assumptions which 
underlie the following discussion; I hope to defend them elsewhere, but mean
while, as my general position is close to that of G. M. Bolling on the post
Aristarchean interpolations, I can simply refer the reader to his External 
Evidence for Interpolation in Homer (Oxford 1925, repr. 1968), esp. pp. 3-30, 
and to his earlier writings listed there on p. 7. I should add that, though these 
assumptions will play a part in my argument in the body of this article, accep
tance of them is not an indispensable precondition for acceptance of the 
conclusions reached there. The assumptions are as follows: (1) The numerus 
versuum of our minuscule MSS. and of the vulgate post-Aristarchean papyri 
is that of the edition of Aristarchus, augmented by additional lines which have 
made their way into a greater or smaller proportion of our MSS. but from which 
the vulgate papyri are all but free. (2) Any significant weakness in the attesta
tion of a line by these MSS. and papyri - any weakness, that is to say, which 
is not merely the product of transcriptional error - is an indication that the 
line in question was absent from the edition of Aristarchus. (However, I shall 
qualify this in (7) below.) (3) Of the additions to the numerus versuum of Aris
tarchus a few are demonstrably survivals from pre-Aristarchean times which 
have returned to the text (in most cases via the scholia), but it is probable that 
only a very small proportion of the remainder are as old as this. ( 4) Of these 
pre-Aristarchean survivals none is at all likely to be genuine: the evidence 
strongly suggests that Aristarchus, though he obelized freely, would not have 
omitted a line from his text unless he had very strong manuscript evidence 
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against it, in which case it would normally almost certainly be spurious. (5) Can 
we qualify this? If Aristarchus regarded the internal evidence against a line as 
exceptionally strong, might he not have been prepared to excise it without 
manuscript authority? There is no firm evidence that he ever actually did this, 
and, on what we know of his modus operandi, it is most unlikely that he would 
have done so; but I shall allow for this as a faint possibility. (6) Thus a signifi
cant weakness in the attestation of a line by our MSS. will imply that it is almost 
certainly not merely an addition to the text of Aristarchus but an interpolation 
in the text of the Homeric poems. (7) However, unlike Bolling I would qualify 
(2) and (6) by allowing for the possibility (it is no more than a doubtful hypo
thesis) that occasionally some post-Aristarchean critic, bred in the Alexandrian 
tradition but lacking the caution of Aristarchus, excised a genuine line on the 
basis of the internal evidence alone; but such excisions would not have affected 
more than a very small proportion of our MSS. 

I now print Od. 10. 455-7: 

f} 8s J.Um fiYXt cr'tiicra npocr11uoa 8ta 9sarov· 
"owysvss Aaspna811, noA-uJ.Lijxav' 'Ooucrcrsu, 
J.LllKS'tt VUV 9aA,spov y6ov opVU'tS' ... " 

The motive posited by Bolling for the interpolation of vocative lines -
facilitation of exegesis1 - is not everywhere equally plausible, and 456, whose 
singular vocative is followed by a plural imperative in 457, would serve only to 
complicate exegesis. If we suppose - as I believe to be more probable -that 
the motive was usually merely a feeling that a formal vocative line was the right 
and proper way to begin a Homeric speech, the insertion of the awkward 456 
remains rather surprising (at least unless we posit the operation of an additional 
or alternative factor here). Perhaps one may wonder, then, whether it is a 
genuine line misguidedly excised by Aristarchus to rationalize the text: one 
may care to argue that he may have found this singular-plural juxtaposition so 
intolerably harsh that he was prepared to remove the line from the text without 
manuscript evidence against it. On the other hand, is the line a particularly 
crass example of the common phenomenon of concordance interpolation, due 
to the influence of 400f. ( =455f.) and/or 487-9 ( ... f} 8' ... a(.lsi~sw 81a 
esarov· I "8toySVEs Aaspna811, 1tOAUJ.Lijxav' '08ucrcrsu, I f.lllKS'tt vuv ... 
f.llJ.LVS'tS ... ")?Bolling and many others 2 reject the line; Merry is among those 

1. He refers to the copyists' 'feeble effort[s] to improve the text- to ... show just who is 
.•. addressed' (External Evidence 15); and of such vocative lines as may have been inter
polated 'at an early time' he says, 'It [i.e. their interpolation] would be helpful for school 
exegesis' (ibid. 9 n. 1). 

2. For a list, divided into 'omittunt' and 'damnant', see Bolling, External Evidence 26: 
add V. Berard (L'Odyssee [2nd ed. Paris 1933]) to those who omit the line, and P. Von der 
Miihll (Homeri Odyssea [Basle 1946]) and Ameis-Hentze to those who condemn it. 
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who bracket it, but he argues ad Joe. that 'it may well stand' ;3 Vander Valk is 
silent on it, but he defends a number of other weakly-attested vocative lines, 
regarding them as erroneous excisions, probably by Aristarchus or 'the Alexan
drians' ;4 and Stanford prints the line without comment. 5 

First, the external evidence. There is no mention of the line in the scholia. 
No papyri covering the passage 455-7 have come to light. There is no homoio
graphon to encourage omission, yet the vast majority of our MSS. omit the 
line completely: accidental omission and post-Aristarchean excision are thus 
both excluded. Most of the MSS. which record the line place it either in the 
margin or before 455 in the text, the misplacement indicating transference 
from the margin of an exemplar. The behaviour of Allen's family e is instruc
tive:6 the ancestor, U5, has the line in the margin; the first hand ofBr originally 
omitted the line from the text but subsequently inserted it (after 455); and the 
remaining members have it in the text (after 455). 7 All this most naturally 
suggests a post-Aristarchean interpolation gradually gaining ground; it would 
be compatible with a genuine line's gradual return to the text after Aristarchean 
excision, but even on the external evidence alone the probabilities are, on my 
assumptions, very strongly against this. 

Next, the internal evidence. We should begin by appreciating the extent of 
the awkwardness of 456. In itself the plural imperative after the singular 
vocative might not be objectionable if the rendering' You and your companions' 
made sense here: cf. 488f. (where, however, the companions are not present, 
so that only Odysseus is actually addressed) and Od. 13. 38f. (for which, 
however, 36f. provide a special preparation); but at Od. 10. 453f. the tearful 
reunion is between the two groups of Odysseus's companions (453 oi o'), not 
between Odysseus and the companions formerly under Circe's spell, with 
whom he was reunited earlier, at 397-9, where the weeping was in any case 
confined to the companions8 (as it was too when Odysseus rejoined the other 
group, 408-20). Thus it is peculiarly inappropriate for Circe to address 

3. W. W. Merry and J. Riddell, Homer's Odyssey, Books I-XII (2nd ed. Oxford 1886). 
4. M. van der Valk, Textual Criticism of the Odyssey (Leiden 1949) 272-4; Researches on 

the Text and Scholia of the Iliad Part Two (Leiden 1964) 497-9, 513f. 
5. W. B. Stanford, The Odyssey of Homer (2nd ed. London 1958-9). 
6. T. W. Allen, Odyssea (2nd ed. Oxford 1917-19) ad Joe. 
7. At any rate all those remaining members (presumably) which offer the line at all: 

Allen's method of citing readings by families secures brevity at the expense of accuracy of 
detail. Cf. n. 65 below. 

8. Unless 1tuow in 398 means 'us all' rather than 'them all'; but the syntax (Keivot, EKacn:oc; 
in the previous line, of the companions only) strongly suggests, if it does not dictate, the 
latter interpretation. 
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Odysseus before exhorting his companions to stop crying.9 We may add that a 
translation such as that of E. V. Rieu (Penguin, 1946), 'The goddess herself, 
coming up and addressing me by my royal titles, appealed to me to check this 
fit of weeping', 10 is simply not justified by the Greek. 

Moreover, a similar difficulty is inherent, if somewhat less conspicuously, in 
455. As the object of npocrrJ1)8a some, omitting 456, may be inclined to under
stand crq1Eac;, i.e. the companions, on whom the preceding six lines are focussed. 
This suits the following context (Circe does in fact proceed to address the 
companions), but not the internal context of 455 itself in its present form, where 
both sense and syntax must be sacrificed.lWhy on earth should Circe approach 
Odysseus in order to speak to his weeping companions?11 And after ~um it is 
difficult to understand anything other than !lE as the object of npom168a and 
almost impossible to understand crcpEac;. (The possibility of the intermediate 
TJ!lEac; will be considered presently.) This judgment is reinforced both by the 
shortly preceding identical line 400 and by the whole formulaic system of which 

_ 455 and 400 are part. In 400, where the narrator is again Odysseus and the 
subject of the clause is again Circe, it is absolutely certain that the object of 
npocrTJUOU is an understood !lE. Now for the formulaic system. At the beginning 
of a line, followed by a verb of speaking, ayxou 8' icr'L'U!lEvoc;/-TJ occurs 18 
times in the Iliad and 6 times in the Odyssey; where the sense excludes the 8' of 
this version, we have two solutions: €yyuec:v icr'L'U!lEVTJ at II. 10. 508 and ant 
naptcr'L'U!lEVTJ at Od. 10. 377;12 the Odyssey also has two examples, 4. 370 and 
6. 56, which share the wording (in the latter case slightly altered) of the first 
half of 10. 400=455. At the end of a line, preceded by a verb of speaking, we 
have ant napacr't'uc; once in the Iliad and three times in the Odyssey. There are 
also three other examples with ayxt, and four (in addition to the one already 

9_ I take J.ll]Kfn vnv •.. y6ov opvutE to mean not 'Stop arousing this wailing [in one 
another]' but 'Stop producing this wailing [in yourselves]': the latter sense is the one most 
naturally suggested by the context, and is compatible with the verb's basic meaning. The 
parallels would tend to support the former sense (though we may compare Od. 4. 183 roc; cp(n:o 
[MEv&A.aoc;], "t'Oicrt lie 1tUcrtV ucp' tJ.lEPOV ropcrE y6mo, where 'tOiO't 1tUO'tv includes Menelaus 
himself, as is clear from 184-6); but we note the absence at Od_ 10_ 457 of the dative which is 
almost always present in this type of construction to denote the person(s) in whom the 
wailing etc. is aroused, usually in conjunction with a preposition (ev, un6 or J..!E'ta). How
ever, even if we follow the former interpretation the action which Circe exhorts them to stop 
remains one in which Odysseus is not participating. 

10. So also the translation ofT. E. Shaw (New York 1932): 'The Goddess approached me 
with: "Son ofLaertes, do not permit longer indulgence in such grief_" ' 

1L Someone may reply, 'She wants to be next to Odysseus when addressing his com
panions so as to associate herself symbolically with him in the hope of investing her words 
with something of the authority and persuasiveness of their PacnA.euc;'; but this is of course 
far-fetched. 

12. 8& does occasionally introduce a main clause following a subordinate clause; Od. 10. 
377 constitutes such a main clause, and here there is in fact a variant ur:x;o{) 8' {cr'tallEVT]. 
However, this variant would be awkward in a sentence of this structure, where KipKT), the 
first word, is the subject of both clauses, and the subordinate clause is thus virtually a paren
thesis. 
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mentioned) with F:yylx, f.yyufJF.v or f.yy69t, which I would include in this 
formulaic system.13 The formulae and their substitutes within this system, 
considered together in all their occurrences, will henceforth be referred to as the 
ant group. Now in 39 of the 41 examples the person addressed is, as we 
should expect, the person near whom the speaker is said 14 to stand. 15 The two 
remaining examples are II. 17. 10f. and Od. 10. 455. The context of the former 
example is as follows: Menelaus sees that Patroclus has fallen and goes up to 
bestride the body in its defence (17. 1-8); from the Trojan side Euphorbus 
comes up and warns Menelaus to withdraw from the body (9-17): oM' ..• 
UJ.lEA:I'JO'B I Ilmp6KA010 1tf.O'OV't0c; UJ.lUJ.lOVoc;· UYJG1 o' up' UU'tOU I EO'"ClJ, K:Ut 
1tpOO'Ef.11tf.VUplJiqnA.ov MEVEAaov· I '"ArpetolJ MEVEAUf. ... , I xusf.O,Af.i1tf. OE 
VF.Kp6v, sa o' evupu ~p01:6F.Vtu" (9-13). Here there is indeed a significant 
change of person: Euphorbus comes and stands near the dead Patroc/us ( autou, 
10) and proceeds to address Menelaus (11). However, this example has two 

13. Of particular interest to the student of formulaic systems are eyyii9ev icr'tUJ..!evoc;; in the 
middle of a line at II. 17. 582, where again the sense excludes the 15' of uyxoii 15' icr'taJ..!evoc;;; 
and Od. 1. 120, where the reverse process operates and i:yyii9t Be cr'tac;; at the end of a line 
replaces the usual !iyxt 7tapacr'tac;;. By lowering the qualifications for entry to the system one 
could extend it still further (e.g. by admitting cases with a verb of spealdng + 7tapacr'ta<; but 
no arx-feyy-, such as II. 6. 75f., or cases with a verb of speaking + ayx-feyy- but no (-)cr'ta.· 
verb, such as II. 11. 346), but one has to draw the line somewhere. 

14. I say 'is said to stand': I include not only cases where uyx-/eyy- governs an expressed 
noun or preposition-i.e. II. 7. 225, Od.10. 400, and, presumably,//. 6. 405, 17.338, 23.304-
but also cases where the person 'near' whom the speaker stands is to be inferred from the 
context. 

15. In one of these cases- II. 2. 790- I take it that this formulation simply needs turning 
into the plural as 'The people addressed are those near whom the speaker is said to stand'. 
This seems clear enough from 786-9 Tpcocri.v 15' iiyyef...or; i'jf...9e ... o{ 15' ... miv'ter; 6J..ITJYEPEE<;;, 
and Iris does in fact proceed to address the Trojans in general: first Priam(795-801), then 
•EK'top, croi. Be J.l<lf...tcr't', which implies that her instructions, while directed primarily to 
Hector, are meant for the other Trojans too (cf. the formulation at II. 1. 15f., Od. 13. 36-9). 
The switch to the singular J.!tv as the object of 7tpOcrE<pTJ at 795 (for J.!tv is probably never plural 
in Homer), taking up the IIptOJ.!Oto of791 (Iris as Priam's son addressing his father), while of 
course formulaically convenient is justified by the opening ib yi:pov K.'t.f...., 696-801. K. F. 
Ameis and C. Hentze in their edition of the Iliad ad Joe. (Band I Heft 1, 6th ed. Leipzig 1903) 
take the object of 7tpocrE<pTJ in 790 to be 'J.!tv, wie 795, d.i. Priamos', but acknowledge that 'die 
Beziehung auf IIpuiJ.!Oto 788 sehr erschwert ist': on this interpretation (which strikes me as 
very forced) uyxoii would presumably mean 'near Priam' and the singular formulation of 
my rule would apply without alteration. 

At II. 16. 537 there is some ambiguity, but there is no reason to suppose that uyxoii and 
7tpocrT]ii8ct govern different (understood) nouns: presumably the meaning is either that 
Glaucus comes and stands near, and addresses, Hector, the Trojan named immediately before 
the speech-introduction (536) and addressed immediately after it (uEK'top, ... , 538-43) (and 
then the vocative <pif...ot in 544 widens the address to include all Trojans within earshot); or
and this I regard as more probable- that Glaucus finds Hector and Aeneas together (cf. 17. 
483ft'., where the same two warriors are together) and then addresses both, first Hector 
(538-43) and then the two of them jointly (uf...f...a, <pilcot, 7tapu'tTJ'te ... , 544-7). In either 
event, exhortation in similar terms addressed to Poulydamas and Agenor (535), and perhaps 
other unspecified Trojan leaders, will be understood from the context, including the paral
lelism between 532f. and 534-6: in view of the new start flij DE in 536 we cannot suppose that 
all four Trojans named are together. 
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important features which mark it off from the interpretation of Od. 10. 455 
under consideration. First, the change of person from Patroclus to Menelaus is 
not merely left to the understanding but is made completely explicit: 
rcpocreetrcev at//. 17.11 has an object expressed, to mark the change, whereas 
rcpocrTJU8a at Od. 10. 455 does not. Secondly, whereas there is no good reason 
why Circe should be said to come and stand near Odysseus before addressing 
his companions, there is every reason why Euphorbus should be said to come 
and stand near the dead Patroclus before addressing Menelaus: he is eager to 
gain access to the body and its armour (9-13, quoted above) and considers he 
has a special right to the spoils as the first Trojan to have struck Patroclus 
(13-16); Menelaus merely happens to be in the way.16 Thus it is not legitimate 
to use II. 17. 1 Of. in support of this interpretation of Od. 10. 455: the former 
example serves only to illustrate the conditions which would need to be present 
in the latter to justify the interpretation but which are in fact lacking. 

We should next consider whether rcpocrTJU8a can govern an understood 
'I'JJ!eac; as a sort of extension of the expressed J!W, either with or without 456. 
Ameis-Hentze, who regard 456 as an interpolation and apparently understand 
'I'JJ!eac; rather than cr<peac; with rcpocrTJU8a, explain, 'Kirke trat bier nahe zum 
Odysseus (455), weil dieser sich unter seinen Gefiihrten befand.'17 With cr<peac; 
this explanation would border on the absurd; but even with 'I'JJ!eac; it still serves 
only to point up the awkwardness of 455. What worries Ameis-Hentze about 
456 is that elsewhere this vocative line is always followed by words addressed 
specifically to Odysseus himself; but a similar objection applies to 455: no
where else within the li·rxt group does a speaker come and stand near an 
individual and then immediately address a group; nowhere else do un-/f':yy
and the verb of addressing govern different nouns (expressed or understood) 
except in one case where, unlike here, the change of person is made explicit; 
and although an understood 'I'JJ!eac; as the object of rcpocrTJU8a is a less abrupt 
change from J!W than cr<peac; would be, the syntax of the line, the identical line 
400 and the whole dy:x:t group combine to create a strong expectation that the 
object will be J!e. Moreover, why should Circe approach Odysseus himself (for 
that is what the Greek naturally suggests) only to address the group as a whole? 
The answer 'Because be is the leader of the group' is unsatisfactory in view of 

16. It seems probable that at 17. 9-17, as W. Leaf believes (The Iliad [2nd ed. London 
1900-02, repr. Amsterdam 1960] ad Joe.), the poet thinks of Patroclus's armour as still on 
his body, in spite of 16. 793-804 and 815: note the references to Hector's subsequent stripping 
of the armour at 17.125, 186f., 205f., 19.412, 22. 322f., and see F. M. Combellack, TAPA 96 
(1965) 47-51. At any rate, at 17. 13 and 91f. Menelaus is represented as defending both the 
body and its armour, so that both must at least be in roughly the same spot; and even if the 
dead Patroclus is no longer clothed in his armour, Euphorbus may desire to carry off not 
only the armour but also (as the Trojans certainly desire later) the body itself. However, it is 
sufficient for the purposes of the argument in my text to note the way in which Euphorbus 
himself closely associates the body and its armour at 17. 13. 

17. K. F. Ameis and C. Hentze, Anhang zu Homers Odyssee Heft 2 (I have used the 2nd 
ed., Leipzig 1876) ad Joe. 
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the context: Circe starts, "JlTJKen vuv Ela.A.Epov y6ov opvtYtE"- but Odysseus is 
the only member of the group who is not crying; and this brings us back to an 
earlier point: Circe is not addressing the group as a whole, i.e. Odysseus and his 
companions, but only his companions; hence l'JJlew; is unacceptable because 
it would include JlE, and include it in such a way as to give it considerable 
emphasis through the expressed JlW. It follows that l'JJleac; is even more unac
ceptable in this respect if one gives further emphasis to the JlE by reading 456: 
so Richmond Lattimore in his translation (New York 1965): 'But she ... came 
close and said to us: "Son of Laertes ... , no longer raise the swell of your 
lamentation."' Cf. Merry: line 456 'may well stand, for Odysseus shows, by 
using TJJltV in v. 466, that he feels himself included in the address. ' 18 Of course 
if his companions are to remain with Circe, Odysseus must agree too, and I 
can concede that her speech is meant to be overheard by him; but its structure 
and content make it clear that the whole of it, and not merely its opening 
clause, is actually addressed only to the weeping companions, whom she is 
trying to cheer: she offers them her sympathy, diagnoses their condition and 
prescribes a remedy. Syntactically and logically, everything flows from that 
opening JlTJKen vuv 9aA.epov y6ov opvU1:E- which, as we have seen, cannot 
be applied to Odysseus. 

Circe rightly assumes that the companions' present emotion can be seen as 
a manifestation of a constantly overwrought state stemming from the terrible 
sufferings of the past, the memory of which constantly haunts them and renders 
them li9ujlot ( 457-65). I do not think it is over-subtle to interpr,et her generaliza
tion as partly an attempt to exculpate herself from her own contribution to their 
low morale. 19 However, her diagnosis, as far as it goes, is correct. It should 
therefore be interpreted in the light of the whole of Odysseus's story thus far 
(9. 12-10. 454); to confine ourselves to what Circe has herself directly observed 
would be an artificial kind of realism, especially as she explicitly professes to 
know of their past sufferings and accurately summarizes them (457-9). 20 Now 
I think it is worth suggesting - though this point is not central to my case - that 
the &.eujlia which Circe describes (461-5) corresponds far more closely to the 
state of the companions than to that of Odysseus himself. Of course Odysseus 
is not immune to despondency himself, but throughout the Aeaea episode so 
far the poet has contrasted his courage, initiative and control with the timidity, 

18. Op. cit. (above, n. 3) ad Joe. 
19. Cf. Henry Hayman, The Odyssey of Homer Vol. II (London 1873) ad Joe.: 'She speaks 

as though their past toils were the sole cause of their present transports, and as affecting to 
disregard the more immediate cause, viz. their loss and recovery of human form through her 
agency. This suits the part of the ldDdly hostess which she DOW plays.' 

20. Cf. Ameis-Hentze, Anhang (above, D. 17) ad Joe.: 'Woher ... K.irke die erwiihDten 
Leiden wisse (457ff.), das haben Dicht homerische Zuhorer, sondern erst reflectierende Leser 
spiiterer ZeiteD gefragt.' 
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pessnrusm and abandoned emotionalism of his companions. 21 We have 
already mentioned the three tearful reunions 397-9, 408-20, 453f.: on each 
occasion the companions' tears are brought on by an overwhelming sense of 
relief; they mark a release of tension, and the intensity of the companions' 
emotion is a measure of the fear, anxiety, distress and low morale which have 
possessed them before the reunions and which, though they stem immediately 
from the actions of Circe, have become a habitual state of mind as a result of 
earlier sufferings- the storms at sea (9. 67-83, 10. 46-55), a long and gruelling 
spell of rowing (10. 78-80) and their encounters with the Cicones (9. 39-66), 
the Cyclops (9. 106-566) and the Laestrygonians (10. 81-134). Of the three 
reunions the one between Odysseus and the companions who have not been 
turned into pigs (10. 408-20) is actually the most poignant, and brings out most 
clearly the contrast between Odysseus and his companions, while illustrating 
the extent of their dependence on him: they react to his reappearance as though 
they bad reached their native Ithaca, and are likened to lowing calves frisking 
round their returning mothers. Conversely, even before Eurylocbus's ominous 
report (251-60), the mere mention by Odysseus that he bas seen smoke in the 
middle of the island - a hint that he deems it necessary to seek help from 
whoever lives there - is enough to conjure up all the terrors of the past in his 
companions: 'tOiow OS KU'tEKAU0"911 cpiA.ov ij'top I J.lVllO"UJ.lEVOtS spyrov 
Aatcrtpuy6vor; 'Avncpumo I KuKA.ro1t6<; te Pill<; J.lEyaA.Tjtopor;, &.vopocpuyow 
(198-200) ;22 as Circe says, they are li9uJ.tot, I al.&v liA.11<; xat.e1tij<; flEJ.lVllJ.lEVOt 
(463f.; cf. 459 [oioa] l)o' ocr' &.vupmot livoper; EOllATJO"UVt' s1ti x€pcrou). But 
while his companions are paralysed by the past, Odysseus retains control of 
himself and of the situation and looks constructively to the future, exploring 
the island (144-50), expressing optimism (174f.) and organizing an expedition 
to Circe's house (151-5, 187-208). 23 Moreover, the poet marks Odysseus off 
from his companions by making him assume a role towards them in 172-84 
which is similar to that assumed by Circe in 457-65: as usual, the companions' 
morale is low (note the implications of EK of; KUAU'JIUJ.lEVOl in 179); Odysseus, 
like Circe, cheers them with words, provides them with food and encourages 
them to eat and drink. On both occasions it is the companions rather than 
Odysseus who need the mothering. Finally, Odysseus has shown plenty of 

21. Admittedly the poet tells the story here through the mouth of Odysseus, but we have 
no reason to suppose that Odysseus distorts the truth in order to present himself in a favour
able light at the expense of his companions - note e.g. his acknowledgment of his own 
despondency at Od. 10. 49-54, and see Merry (above, n. 3) on 10. 97; and if we do suppose 
that he is colouring the story in his own favour, then the natural presumption is that this 
colouring would tend to persist in 10. 455-65, i.e. that Odysseus would wish to depict Circe as 
applying her diagnosis of a9uj.l{a only to his companions: in other words, the speech of Circe 
which we must interpret is the speech as narrated, like the whole of the Apologoi, by Odysseus. 

22. a. Eurylochus's reference to the Cyclops at 435-7. 
23. The speech of Odysseus at 189-97 should not be regarded as totally pessimistic: I 

shall discuss its interpretation in Acta Classica 18 (1975). 
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spirit in his dealings with Circe: note especially 321f. tyro o' aop O~l' spUO'O'clJ.lE
voc; 1tapa JlllPOU I K ipKlJ sm'Ji:~a &c; 'tc lC'tclJ.lEV!lt JlEVEaivrov. 

Enough has now been said, I trust, to show that neither 455f. nor 455 alone 
gives a satisfactory sense. 

Let us now consider a number of possible solutions to the difficulty: 
(1) The poet mechanically repeats two lines already used a little earlier (at 

400f.), without being conscious of their inappropriateness here, or without 
bothering about it (and the weak attestation of 456 is due to excision by 
Aristarchus); or he mechanically repeats only the first line (455), the second 
being an interpolation. 

Now it is a commonplace of present-day Homeric criticism that the formulaic 
method of composition, with its tendency for 'the general [to] take precedence 
over the particular', 24 sometimes leads the poet to use a familiar expression or 
idea in a context where it is less than fully appropriate; but the inconsistency 
here seems too glaring, and of the wrong kind, to be naturally explained by this 
principle, whether we read 455f. or only 455. 25 The poet knows that Circe is 
about to address the weeping companions, and is perfectly capable of saying so, 
and ordinary carelessness is not likely to lead him to tell us that she is about to 
address Odysseus, still less that she prefaces her speech with the vocative 
" ... 'Ooucrcrsu". 

Before proceeding I should state that I regard it as certain that Od. 10. 456 
is an interpolation. The external and internal evidence combine in support of 
this conclusion, and the external evidence makes it highly probable that the 
line entered the text for the first time after Aristarchus. If the interpolation is 
deliberate, the purpose of the interpolator was presumably to improve the text 
by assimilating the environment of 455 to the sequence 400f. and/or 487-9. It 
is possible, however, that the accession of 456 is accidental: then either, under 
the influence of 400f., it will be one of those 'unconscious glidings into familiar 
combinations' posited by Bolling; 26 or else it will be due to one of those 
confusions where a copyist's eye, probably during the process of correction, 
has strayed from one line to a similar one not far away with results such as II. 
13. 567a=543 (homoioteleuton 567, 542), Od. 11. 266a=261 (homoiarchon 
266, 260), Od. 12. 240a=237 (homoioteleuton 240, 236, perhaps aided by 
homoiarchon 241, 238), Od. 8. 348a=353, 13. 339a=343, 17. 577a=581 

24. F. M. Combellack, TAPA 96 (1965) 49. 
25. An adequate defence of this statement would require far more space than I can permit 

myself within the confines of this article. However, a necessary qualification can be made here: 
where the incongruity of a formula is, in strict logic, gross, it is liable to be much less gross, 
and sometimes even trifling, in terms of the formulaic style: thus, for example, the phrase 
7tO'tVlCtf.!llTTJpisafixed,frequently-usedcombination (21 times in I!., 13 times in Od., always 
at the end of a line) which for the poet is hardly more than a metrically longer semantic 
equivalent of the simple Jli)TT]p : hence at Od. 18. 5, where the beggar Irus is given a 7tO'tVtu 
Jli!TTJP, the carelessness is easy to understand. However, the incongruity at Od. 10. 455 
remains harsh and difficult to account for. 

26. External Evidence 15. 
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(homoioteleuta), 27 though the gap between Od. 10. 455 and 400 is too wide for 
this explanation to be more than a slight possibility. 

In the 'possible solutions' wruch follow, the omission of 456 will be taken for 
granted. 

(2) How can the poet adapt the formula 28 iJ oe J.lEU ant crtl'icra, with mini
mum alteration, for use when someone other than the narrator is approached? 
By substituting J.lUA.' for J.lW, as he does at Od. 6. 56. We may wonder, then, 
whether we should read iJ 8& J.laA.' ant crtl'icra at Od. 10. 455: the corruption 
would have occurred very early, by unconscious assimilation to the wording 
of 400. This may at first seem satisfactory enough: it is entirely normal in the 
ant group for both the object of the verb of speaking and the person near 
whom the speaker stands to be omitted, both being understood from the 
context, 29 and with this emendation it would be clear that the noun to be 
supplied was in both places 'the companions', understood from the lines imme
diately preceding. However, though the original difficulty is now removed, a 
new one is created: the companions- all45 of them- are presumably scattered 
through the hall, and it makes little sense to say that Circe 'stood very close to 
them [al1]'.30 Moreover, within the ant group of formulae it is rare for the 
speaker to approach and address a group rather than an individual.31 I think 
there is sufficient force in these objections to render tills solution unlikely. 

(3) Berard32 deserves credit for having seen the awkwardness of the tradi
tional text: he suggests iJ 8' aJ.lJ.l' ant crtl'icra. aJ.lJ.l', whether standing for aJ.lJ.lt 
or aJ.lJ.lE, would include Odysseus as one of those addressed; the emphasis 
given to him by J.lW would be removed and the degree of illogicality sub
stantially reduced, but the switch from the third (453f.) to the first person 
plural would be surprising in the circumstances. Moreover, Berard's proposal 
is open to the same objections (though admittedly in a milder form) as those 
which I raised against J.lUA.' ant.33 

27. For Od. 13. 339a see Bolling, External Evidence 27; detailed information on the 
remainder of my examples is distributed between the editions ofT. W. Allen ( Od., above, n. 6; 
II. [ed. maior], Oxford 1931) and A. Ludwich (Od., Leipzig 1889-91; II., Leipzig 1902-7). 

28 . Cf. Od. 4. 370, 10. 400. 
29. Thusft liEJ.HiA.' uyx,t m:ficramay in fact be earlier than the version with JlEU. 
30. The natural meaning would of course be 'very close to the group as a whole'; a series 

of approaches to individuals would require an expression such as EKacr-c(Jl <poni naptcr-cUJlEVTJ, 
as at Od. 2. 384, 8. 10, or nupacr:.ali<'>v uvlipa eKucr-cov, as at Od. 10. 173, 547. For the number 
of the companions see Od. 10. 203-8 and Stanford (above, n. 5) on that passage. 

31. Cf. n. 15 above and n. 33 below. 
32. Op. cit. (above, n. 2) ad Joe. 
33. In the other two uyx,t formulae where it seems probable that a group, not an individual, 

is addressed (see above, n. 15) the circumstances are rather different: at//. 2. 790 ayx,ou li' 
icr-cUJlEVTJ is appropriate because here the perspective is much wider than at Od. 10. 455 and 
the group addressed, though larger, is more compact: Iris has come all the way from Olympus, 
and even Polites, whose form she takes, would have run (792) from a considerable distance, 
and in relation to distances of this magnitude the assembled Trojans occupy a single spot 
(788f. eni llplUJlOlO eup1]crt I navw;; OJlT]yepEec;;). At II. 16. 537 only two Trojans are 
addressed, and they are presumably together (cf. n. 15). 
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(4) If we are to have an lint formula, the most apposite version would be 
unou 8' icr'rU!lEVT] 7tpocrscprovss 8ia 8saow (=Od. 5. 159). Unlike Berard's 
U!l!l', this would appropriately exclude Odysseus: the reference would be to his 
weeping companions (449-54). The formula is further from the paradosis than 
Berard's conjecture, but the corruption could have occurred easily enough in 
the process of oral transmission. However, as we have seen, an iiyxt formula 
is not particularly appropriate here.34 

(5) I believe that what the poet himself is most likely to have said is Tj 8' £v 
!lE<Jcrql cr1:t'icra !lE1:T]UOa 8ia 8sarov, which recurs at 12.20-interestingly enough, 
and I believe significantly, in a sequence which has much in common with 
10. 455ff.: Circe is again in the presence of Odysseus's party; there is a similar 
appeal to eat and drink (10. 460= 12. 23, only here in Homer), a similar willing
ness to do so (10. 466=12. 27) and similar feasting (10. 468=12. 30; 10. 476f. 
= 12. 29f.; note also the close structural parallelism between 10 467-9 and 
12. 29-31). Then in both passages night falls and the companions go to sleep 
(10. 478= 12. 31; 10. 479, cf. 12. 32), while Circe briefs Odysseus on the imme
diate future (10. 480ff., cf. 12. 33ff.); then comes dawn (10. 541 = 12. 142) and 
departure (II. 6-10= 12. 148-52,35 which as a sequence occurs only here in 
Homer36). (I have assumed here that 10. 475-9 are authentic, at least in the 
sense of being not later than the incorporation of the Nekyia into the Odyssey; 
the question will be debated below. However, even if we suppose that the lines 
are a late interpolation, there still remain sufficient similarities between the two 
sequences, especially between 10. 455-74 and 12. 20-32, to justify my insistence 
on the parallelism.) Much of the repetition, when one looks at it in isolated 
chunks, is formulaic; what needs stressing is the overall sequence of ideas (and 
thus, to a lesser extent, of lines) common to both passages. Considered on its 
own, this evidence would strongly suggest that one passage was to a consider
able extent modelled on the other, or at any rate that the two were conceived 
as a pair; and if we are persuaded by other evidence that the Underworld 
episode was incorporated into the Odyssey -whether by the Odyssey-poet 

34. I confine to a footnote two negative points: 
(a) The unmetrical variant Ciyxt na.pa.crtucra. found in some MSS. does not provide us with 

any positive help in our search for the true text. 
(b) Ludwich (above, n. 27) states ad Joe.: '455 . . . yp. "eva.vta."' (meva.vtiw;; Ma (il J.IEU eva.vm 

crt-? i] 8e J.l' evavta crt-? an ad 453 referendum?)' (Ma refers to the scholia in Yen. Marc. 
613, = Dindorf's M). It should be noted that the first two interpretations suggested by 
Ludwich do not get rid of the awkward reference to Odysseus, and the first omits the essential 
connective; but it is virtually certain that his third explanation is the correct one, particularly 
in view of the fact that Dindorf's V scholia note on 453 '<ppacrcravto] tneyvrocrav. evavta.] 
anevavtia.c;.' In both the M and V scholia, incidentally, evavta. may well be a slip for the 
tcravta. found at 453 in some MSS., mentioned as a variant by Schol. H, and now accepted 
as the correct text. TheM scholium, then, does not help us to establish the text of 455. 

35. Except for the first word of 11. 9, 12. 151. 
36. Moreover, three of the five lines are not found anywhere else in Homer (and I do not 

count 11. 10 = 12. 152, which in two other places is used in the plural of a whole fleet and is 
clearly a formula). 
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himself (however we define him) or by someone else - after the composition of 
most of the remainder of the poem,37 then our judgment is both confirmed in 
general and needs refining in details; we shall then be inclined to hold some 
such view as the following: the later insertion starts at 10.490 and ends at about 
12. 38, and originally the poet passed from 10. 489 to 12. 39 (or to 12. 37 
cr\i o' liKOUcrov) via a few transitional lines ;38 then 12.20-35 will be modelled on 
10. 455-89; the conception of a long nocturnal private conversation in which 
Circe tells Odysseus of the future, followed by dawn and departure, will be 
original at 10.480-89 + 12.39-152,39 derivative at 10.490- 11. 10; andlthink 
we can still say that whoever incorporated the Underworld episode into the 
Odyssey did conceive the two longer sequences 10.455-11. 10 and 12.20-152 
as a pair. It follows from all this - and particularly from the close verbal 
correspondences between 10. 455-79 and 12. 20-32- that both sequences may 
well have commenced with the same line: more precisely, if we have reason to 
believe that 10. 455 is corrupt, 12. 20 is the natural place to turn to for a remedy. 
The elaborate demonstration of the parallelism has been necessary because at 
present the line 12. 20 occurs nowhere else in Homer: it cannot be taken for 
granted that the line (or even its first four feet) is a ready-made formulaic 
expedient,40 and the parallelism appreciably increases the chances that it once 
stood at 10. 455. Its inherent appropriateness for this position is obvious: it 
removes the difficulties of our present text without creating any new ones; 
sv J.lEcrcrcp and J.lE'tTJUOa, while placing Circe in an appropriate position, continue 

37. See e.g. Denys Page, The Homeric Odyssey (Oxford 1955) 21-51; G. S. Kirk, The Songs 
of Homer (Cambridge 1962) 236-40. 

38. So (with the cru o' UKOUO"OV version) u. von Wilamowitz, Homerische Untersuchungen 
(Berlin 1884) 144 (except that he allowed for the possibility that the 'original' portion of our 
present Book 10 ends somewhat earlier than line 489 [pp. 143f.]). There are of course varia
tions on this theory. The reader should be warned, however, that the summary of scholars' 
opinions given by G. Bona, Studi sull'Odissea (Turin 1966) 55 n. 4, contains some misrepre
sentations. First, Bona says that according to Wilamowitz (Joe. cit) 'Originariamente ... a 
K 489 seguivano j.l38-142, cioe alla richiesta di Odisseo di partire seguivano subito le istru
zioni di Circe'. Bona gives us no hint that Wilamowitz posited some intervening material, 
now lost, between 10. 489 and 12. 37 cru o' iiKoucrov: 'Auf K 489 folgte der uberleitende 
gedanke "gewiss sollst du morgen abfahren; das fiihrt aber zu neuen gefahren" '(Wilamowitz 
Joe. cit.). This makes an important difference to the plausibility of Wilamowitz's thesis. 
Secondly, Bona says that W. Theiler, Museum Helveticum 7 (1950) 105, 'ba proposto di far 
seguire immediatamente a K 489 1!23'. However, Bona omits to tell us that Theiler (p. 106) 
envisages after 10. 489 an immediate continuation which has little in common with our 12. 
23-36. Thirdly, Bona rejects the idea of excising 'K 476-479, che mancano in alcuni mano
scritti', presumably echoing Theiler's '476-479 mit einem Zweig der Uberlieferung ... zu 
streichen, ist ilicht zuHissig'. Both statements give a misleading impression of the manuscript 
tradition: there are manuscripts which omit 475-9, but none which omit only 476-9. This 
point is relevant to our subsequent discussion of the authenticity of 475-9. 

39. Except that 12. 143f. at least must postdate the introduction of the Nekyia: the 
departure-scene is here adapted to the circumstances described in 12. 32-4. Originally 12. 142 
may perhaps have been followed by 10. 542-50 or 546-50. Cf. Wilamowitz (above, n. 38) p. 
144. 

40. The only parallel to this line with J.!Ecr- (and it is not a particularly close one) is II. 7. 
384 O"'tcl\; SV j.lEO"O"OtOW J.!E'tE(jHOVEEVT)1tU'tll1Cfjpu~. 
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the reference of 449-54 to the companions, and with the omission of 456 and 
the content of 457 it is quite clear that it is they who are addressed.41 The 
corruption of 455 is easy to account for: iJ 8' f.v J.lEcrcrq> cr1:Cicra J.lB'tTJUOa oia 
{)surov is verbally close to iJ of: J.lBU liYXt cr1:Cicra 7tpocrrtil8a o~rov,intowhich 
it was unconsciously altered, through a recollection of the shortly preceding 
line 400, at a very early stage of the transmission, though whoever incorporated 
the Nekyia into the Odyssey (and composed 12. 20-37) presumably knew the 
line in its original form. The nature of the corruption and the fact that it is 
found in all the extant MSS. make it easier to account for if we assume that it 
arose during the pre-written stage of the transmission. In any event, it is likely 
that the confusion of 455 with 400 was partly caused by the similarity between 
the content of 453f. and that of397-9. 

We now come to the question of the genuineness of Od. 10. 475-9. By 
'genuine' in this context I mean 'either inserted at the stage when the Nekyia 
was incorporated into the Odyssey, or present in the Odyssey before this' ;42 

'interpolated' will consequently mean 'inserted at a later date' - and on the 
external evidence the natural assumption will be that, if the lines are inter
polated, they did not enter the text until the period after Aristarchus. The 
further question whether the lines, if genuine, antedate the incorporation of the 
Nekyia will be discussed subsequently. 

Inowprint0d.l0.471-85: 

Kai 'tO'tB J.l' EKKUAEO"UV'tB~ e<pav f.pillPE~ lhaipot• 
"8atJ.lOV1', ll0Tt VUV J.11J.lVTJcrKEO 7tU'tptOO~ UlTJ~, 
e'( 'tOt 8f:cr<pa1:6v f.crn craro9fjvm Kai iKf:cr9m 
otKov f.uK'ttllEVov Kai crl'Jv f.~ 1ta1:pioa yaiav." 

475 &~ e<pav, a\m1p EJ.lOt y' E1tE7tet9E't0 9UJ.10~ ayi)vrop. 
&~ 'tO'tE J.lEV 7tp67tav TjJ.lap f.~ 'I'Jf:A.wv Ka'taOUv'ta 
fiJ.1s9a, oatvilJ.lEVot Kpf:a 1:' acrrcs'ta Kai J.1f:9u fJou· 
'fiJ.lo~ o' 'I'Jf:A.w~ KU'tf:Ou Kai f.1ti Kvf:<pa~ tjA.9sv, 
oi J.lEV KotJ.ll'jcravro Ka'ta J.lEyapa crKtOEV'ta, 

480 a\nap f.yro KipKTJ~ f.mPac; 7tsptKaA.A.f:o~ euvfj~ 
481 youvrov EAAt'tUVBUcra, 9sa Of; J.l01 BKAUBV auofj~· 
483 "if> KipKTJ, 1:f:A.ecr6v J.lOt fm6crxecrw ftv 7tEp 07tEO"'tTJ~, 

OtKUOB 7tBJ.l\JIEJ.lEVat• 9UJ.10<; OE J.101 ecrcrU'tat ftOTJ, 
485 fJ8' aA.A.rov lhaprov ... " 

482 Kai J.lW q>rovijcmc; enEa 1t'tEP6EV'ta npoOT)60rov om. codd. nonnulli.'3 

41. Mter J.lETI]UOa and other J.lE't- verbs of speaking there is often no vocative when the 
people actually addressed are the same as those "among" whom the speaker speaks. 

42. See, however, n. 80 below. 
43. This line is almost certainly a post-Aristarchean interpolation: see G. M. Bolling, 'On 

the Interpolation of Certain Homeric Formulas', CP 17 (1922) 213-21, and note that the 
early MSS. L4 Pal. US (Allen's sigla) are among those which omit the line. 
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This time we can conveniently start with the internal evidence. Bolling and 
many others44 regard the passage as an interpolation. Blass says, 'Die Aus
sonderung der Verse geht ganz glatt; ich wundere mich, class Kirchhoff sie 
fiir den Zusammenhang nicht missen zu konnen glaubt' ;45 but Merry com
ments ad loc., 'Perhaps they were inserted as a stop-gap; the transition from 
474 to 480 being decidedly abrupt. We should expect an answer from Odysseus 
to the remonstrance made by his comrades. '46 The transition would indeed be 
'decidedly abrupt', and this abruptness, with its satisfactory removal by 
475-9, can be used in favour of the genuineness of the passage if we do not 
regard the limited external evidence against it as decisive. What we actually 
expect immediately after 474 is, first, a formula such as &c; a<pav to mark the 
end of the quotation - some such formula is virtually universal in Homer 
where the quotation is not immediately followed by an answering-formula;47 

and next, a statement from Odysseus, whether to his companions or direct to 
his Phaeacian audience, telling us explicitly whether or not he agrees with the 
feeling expressed by his companions: 475 tells us explicitly that he does, and 
implies that he communicates his agreement to his companions; there is no 
need for him' to quote the words of his reply. Moreover, 476-9 are entirely 
appropriate: as the whole year (467f.), so the last day ofit,48 but after 471-5 we 
are aware that a turning-point has been reached and assume that departure 
is imminent, and from their context 476-9 take on an air of finality, almost 
poignantly backward-looking yet at the same time full of expectancy; and the 
expectancy is reinforced by the syntactical build-up ('r6-n; jlEV ••. ec; ft£A.tov 

44. For a list see Bolling, External Evidence 26: add Von der Miihll (above, n. 2) and Ameis
Hentze, Anhang (above, n. 17) to those who condemn the lines. 

45, F. Blass, Die Interpolationen in der Odyssee (Halle 1904) 119; his reference is to A. 
Kirchhoff, Die Homerisclze Odyssee (Berlin 1879) p. 221. 

46. Op. cit. (above, n. 3). Cf. Arneis-Hentze, Anhang (above, n. 17) ad Joe.: 'Die Verse 
scheinen ... eine zur vorausgehenden Erziihlung unpassende Ergilnzung einer alten Li.icke 
zu sein. Denn man vermis~t hif"r die Antwort des Odysseus und was nach derselben bis zum 
Vortrag der Bitte an Kirke geschehen ist'. 

47. Though I have not conducted an exhaustive search, it is perhaps worth reporting that 
I have come across only three significant exceptions: (1) II. 21. 435 (the external evidence 
indicates that 434 is an interpolation): the harsh transition can perhaps be seen as charac
teristic of the author of the Theomachy, if the passage 21. 385-513 is indeed a post-Homeric 
intrusion : see Leaf (above, n. 16) Vol. II p. 382 and his notes on lines 434 and 480; (2) and (3) 
Od. 1. 360 = 21. 354, where ft J.IEV Sall~i]cracra n:a?ctv o1K6vlle ~e~i]Ket immediately follows 
Telemachus's speech: here however it is just conceivable that the poet allowed himself to omit 
the concluding formula because of the explicit reference to Telemachus's speech in the next 
line, nat Me; yap JliiSOv 7te7tVIlJ.IEVOV Ev8eTO 8UJ.1/ii (1. 361 = 21. 355). In the other exceptions 
which I have noted there is an obvious special justification for the omission of the concluding 
formula: e.g. Od. 18. 405 is, in the circumstances, roughly equivalent to an answering
formula: cf. II. 14. 109, Od. 11. 342; there is no concluding formula after Od. 2. 330, but 
324-36 are conceived as a unit - the typical remarks of the suitors - and there is such a 
formula at 337 : cf. Od. 21. 396-404, II. 10. 277-95; at II. 12. 317-21 the speech is hypothetical 
(o!jlpU 'ttc; roll' et7t1J) and the USUal concluding formula Would not be appropriate. 

48. I confess that I feel none of the "surprise" which Berard (above, n. 2) ad Joe. declares 
it is impossible not to feel at the repetition of 468 at 477. 
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KatuotlV'ta ... · iilloc; o' 'l'JeA.toc; Kateou ... , of. JlEV ... , at'm1p Eyro ... ). Theiler 
objects that 'nach EjlOi y' E1ti>JtEi8Et0 eujl6c; passt &c; 'tO'tE JlEV 7tp6nav iiJlap 
... fJJlsea schlechterdings nicht',49 but this objection cannot be sustained: the 
JlSV-clause of 476f. looks forward to the answering oe-clause of 478, a temporal 
clause which itself looks forward to the main clauses of 479-81; and the 479 
Jlev-clause looks forward to 480ff. at'm1p Eyro ... , where Odysseus actually 
approaches Circe with his request to be sent home. 476-9, then, serve as 
preparation for 480ff., and the double JlS\Iemphasizes their preparatory charac
ter. It is true that the &c; ('And so .. .')of 476, in the places where the formulaic 
sequence 476-8 recurs, forges a direct logical link between what has gone before 
and the totE JlEV ... clause itself, 50 but on this occasion it looks further ahead, 
as the syntax certainly entitles it to do; 51 the thought in 467-86 is roughly: 
'We spent a whole year there feasting; then my companions suggested to me 
that it was time I was heading for home. I was persuaded; and so, when the sun 
had set on our final day of feasting, and my companions had gone to bed, I 
went to Circe's bed and begged her to send me home.' 478f. provide the proper 
preparation for 480ff. by marking nightfall, putting the companions to bed and 
separating Odysseus from them, as at 12. 31-3; moreover, I think it is worth 
pointing out that these are parallels between the two passages 10. 455-11. 10 
and 12. 20-152 which we miss if 10. 475-9 are omitted : that is to say, if in the 
first passage we find the sequence A B C D? E F and in the second the sequence 
A B C D E F, I think the natural presumption is that we should remove the 
question-mark after the D in the first passage. In any case, the mention of 
nightfall at 10. 478 is virtually indispensable: Circe's speech ends at dawn in 
our present Odyssey (10. 541), as presumably the speech which replaced it 
(mainly 12. 39-141) in the posited earlier Odyssey without the Nekyia would 
have ended: 10. 541=12. 142. 52 Moreover, at dawn, in our present poem, 
Odysseus rouses his companions from their sleep (10. 548 "!lTJKSn vuv Ei5oovtsc; 
tirotEitE yA.uKuv unvov"), and may well have done the same soon after 12. 142 
before the Nekyia was added, perhaps even using the same words; 53 and this 
not only strengthens the case for the necessity of 10. 478 but also makes it 

49. Lac. cit. (above, n. 38). However, Theiler regards 475 as 'original' and 476-9 as part 
of an 'Ubergangsstiick' designed to join the Nekyia to the Circe-story. 

50. Od. 9. 161f. with 168, 556-8, 10. 183-5, 12. 29-31; and, with variation, Od. 19. 424-6, 
II. 1. 601f. with 605; but on Od. 12. 29-31 see also below, n. 51. 

51. Cf. 12. 29ff.: here the ro.; of 29 does link the 'tO'te JlEV . .. clause of 29f. with 23f., but 
it is presumably still active in 33-6, which introduce Circe's instructions to Odysseus (37-141) 
as promised in 25-7. 

52. 10. 480, if it were not preceded by 475-9, might tend to suggest that the action takes 
place at night, but would not in itself demand this interpretation: cf. the almost identical line 
347, where it is day. Thus I do not give 480 the same weight in my argument as 541-9. More
over, whether or not 480 presupposes nightfall, it would certainly not do the job of the explicit 
mention of nightfall at 478: the absence of such a time-reference in these circumstances 
would be very surprising in the Homeric epic. 

53 . Cf. n. 39 above. 
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desirable that the companions' going to bed should have been mentioned, as 
it is at 479. The internal evidence, then, shows not merely that 475-9 are entirely 
appropriate to their context but also that they are virtually indispensable to it, 
and gives us no reason to suppose that the lines we actually have are an inter
polated replacement for lost genuine lines which once stood there. We should 
conclude that 475-9 are almost certainly genuine- if the slight weakness in the 
attestation can easily be reconciled with this conclusion. 

The lines are omitted only by Allen's H3 (saec. xiii) 54 and by all or some ofthe 
four members (all saec. xv) of his family f. 55 In other words, only a tiny fraction 
of the seventy or so extant MSS. containing Book 10 omit the lines. There are 
no papyri. There is no comment on the lines in the scholia, but this hardly 
tells against them in view of their formulaic nature and the fragmentary state of 
the Odyssean scholia. 

The oft-repeated assertion that Eustathius 'omits' the lines 56 is an error: 
(1) There are many lines in Homer, found in all our MSS., which Eustathius 

does not quote, paraphrase, summarize or comment on. Into this class fre
quently fall transitional lines, formulaic lines and even sequences of formulaic 
lines. Thus, e.g., (a) Eustathius makes no reference to Od. 17. 1-4. (b) The 
'typical scene' beginning XEPVt~a o' aJ.upbtoA.oc; 1tpox6cp E1tEXEUE q>Epoucra, 
describing preparations for a meal, occurs (with some slight variation) five 
times in the Odyssey in all our MSS. and a sixth time (10. 368-72) in about two
thirds of them. At the first occurrence, 1. 136-43, Eustathius gives an exhaustive 
commentary. At 4. 52-8 he makes no reference to the lines. The only reference 
to 7. 172-6 is contained in a note on 7. 166 (at 1576. 16), where xapt~oJ,l.Evq 
1tape6vuov of 176 is cited in a comment on evoov E6vtrov of 166. He makes no 
reference at all to 10. 368-72, 15. 135-9 or 17. 91-5: the first of these three 
passages is almost certainly an interpolation, as the weak attestation, including 
omission by a papyrus, indicates, but in view ofEustathius's practice elsewhere 
the statement 'omittit Eustathius' by Ludwich, Allen and Berard is of minimal 
value, if not positively misleading: 'non memorat Eustathius' would be more 
accurate. 57 (c) We now come to the passage under discussion. First, Od. 10. 475 
is an instance of a formulaic line whose constant elements are &c; Eq>a- + a 
dative pronoun + E1t&1td9&to 9uJ.L6c; ayijvrop. This formula occurs in eight 
other places in Homer, all of them in the Odyssey. Of these eight examples 
Eustathius paraphrases the first, Od. 2. 103 (at 1436. 17), but completely 

54. Op cit. (above, n. 6). A second hand has added the lines in the margin: see Ludwich's 
edition (above, n. 27) ad loc. 

55. Cf. n. 7 aboveandn. 65 below. 
56. This assertion is made byAmeis-Hentze, Anhang(above, n. 17), Ludwich (above, n. 27), 

Merry (above, n. 3), Blass (above, n. 45), Allen (above, n. 6) and Berard (above, n. 2). 
57. Incidentally, the same criticism applies to the assertion, made by all those listed inn. 56 

above, that Eustathius omits 10. 482 (cf. n. 43 above). In fact Eustathiusiscompletelysilent 
on 480f. as well. 
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ignores the remaining seven. 58 Secondly, how does Eustathius deal with the 
sequence 10. 476-9 at the places in the Odyssey where it recurs ?59 At 9. 162f., 
168f., the first two lines are quoted, but there is no reference to the second two. 
At 9. 556-9 there is only a brief mention of the whole sequence 9. 556-66 with a 
reference to lines 1tcpi Oat't'o~ Kai u1tvou Kai &.1t61tA.ou and to their 'cento-like' 
character. There is no reference at all to 10. 183-6. Of 12. 28-32, only the last 
line is referred to. 19.424-7 are summarized. 

Now in fact Eustathius, having quoted and commented on Od. 10. 472-4, 
immediately goes on to deal with Odysseus's speech to Circe. However, we 
have said enough to show that this is entirely compatible with his reading 475-9 
in his text. 

(2) Fortunately, however, we can go further than this; for there is positive 
evidence that Eustathius did read 475-9. He does not deal with the passage as a 
whole; but 10. 477=10. 468, and in commenting on the (apparent?60) synec
doche OutVUJlcVot. .. Jlaeu f)M in 468 he says: 1tivona~ 811/vaorr o 8'1'] Kai Jlc't'' 
olvi'Ya &craU't'ffi~ Kct't'at. 't'OU't'OO 8e 't'O €naive~ 1tpo oA.t'YOU €v 't'ql "€cr8ic't'& 
PPWJlllV Kai 1ttc't'c ol:vov" (1664. 42-6). That is to say, just as he refers back to 
10. 460, eight lines earlier (1tpo oA.i'You), so he refers forward to 10. 477, nine 
lines later: Jlc't'' oA.i'Ya cannot refer to any other line, for apart from 477 nothing· 
resembling 468 occurs until 12. 30, 776 lines later in the Wolfian printed 
vulgate.61 Therefore Eustathius read 477. Therefore his text could not have 
omitted the passage 47 5-9. The establishment of this fact is of some importance, 
primarily because it shortens the already short list of MSS. which omit the 
passage, but also for another reason, to be explained presently. 

Even though the number of MSS. which omit the passage is small, the exter~ 
nal evidence is in itself entirely compatible with the hypothesis that the passage 
entered the text only after Aristarchus: there are other post-Aristarchean inter~ 
polations which have found their way into nearly all our MSS. However, 

58. I.e. Od. 10. 406, 466, 550, 12. 28, 324, 19. 148, 24. 138. 
59. Cf. n. 50 above: to the three-line groups from the Odyssey listed there I have now 

added the fourth line, with the sense 'they/we lay down to sleep', which follows each group, 
even though it occurs in different forms. 

60. See Eustathius (1620. 49-58) on Od. 9. 162. 
61. Lest anyone suppose that JlE't' oA.iya could refer forward 776 lines, I append informa~ 

tion on all other occurrences of the phrase in Eustathius which happen to have come to my 
notice- a random sample, therefore. In each case I give simply the place in Eustathius where 
the phrase occurs (page and line of the editio Romana) followed by the number of (Wolfian) 
lines in Homer from the line commented on to the line referred to as being JlE't' oA.iya. I have 
arranged the examples in the order of increasing intervening distance. Eust. 1664. 36: 6 lines; 
1653.62: 16 lines; 194. 16: 18lines; 1663.8: 22lines; 1094.37: 31lines; 1663.20: 36lines; 
701.46: 42lines; 1663.6: 46lines; 1724.3:51 lines; 1662.38: 68lines; 1705.55: 165lines. The 
distance in the last example is clearly exceptional, being nearly 2} times that of the preceding 
example; and yet it comes nowhere near the figure of 776. Moreover, all the examples refer 
forward to a line in the same Book as the line commented on. If Eustathius on Od. 10. 468 
were referring forward to 12. 30, he would presumably say 'i\v tfj JliJ paljfQJ8iq.' (cf. e.g. Eust. 
194. 5, 17). 
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particularly in view of the internal evidence, our question must be whether the 
external evidence is open to other explanations, based on the hypothesis that 
the lines are genuine, and how plausible these explanations are. 

(1) On the assumptions outlined in my introduction, the chances that the 
external evidence reflects Aristarchus's omission of a genuine passage which has 
re-entered the text are minimal. There is the added consideration here that 
Aristarchus would be most unlikely to omit a passage which looked so neces
sary to the context. 

(2) In view of the fact that only a very few MSS. omit the passage, the weak
ness in the attestation may possibly reflect erroneous post-Aristarchean 
excision by some rash and incompetent amateur critic who had absorbed a 
smattering of Alexandrian critical principles: in this case 475-9 would have 
been regarded as a spurious repetition, with minimum adaptation, of 12. 
28-32.62 Just how plausible one finds this thesis will depend largely on what one 
makes of the evidence (such as it is) for post-Aristarchean excision in general. 
This is a question which I hope to discuss elsewhere. 

(3) However, I believe that the omission is most likely to be a mere transcrip
tional error. The error would probably have arisen in some such way as the 
following. A scribe read 474 in his exemplar and cursorily glanced at (or per
haps, without deliberate observation, simply half-noticed) the first half of 475. 
If the observation was deliberate, we can see a particular reason why he might 
want to look beyond the end of 474 before copying it: it is a formulaic line 
which occurs frequently in the Odyssey, almost like a refrain, both in exactly 
this form and in very similar forms, 63 and would have presented no difficulty 
to his memory. He then wrote 474 in his apograph, then turned back to his 
exemplar, and a temptation to link an imperfect recollection of 475 ainap E!J.Ot 
(or even a correct recollection of m'n6:p alone) with 480 UO'tup Eyro may have 
been strengthened by the slight homoiarchon 474 otKov EiiK'tt!J.-, 479 o{ ~LEV 
KOt!J.-. The extent of the homoiarchon, and hence the likelihood of accidental 
omission, is somewhat reduced if at 474 we read, with most MSS., otKov Et; 
tnj16pocpov; it may thus be significant that the MSS. which omit 475-9 are 
among the minority which read otKov EUK'tt!!f:VllV. Eustathius reads Et; 
U\jf6pocpov without even mentioning a variant, but the allegation that he omits 
the lines has already been refuted. From Ludwich's editions64 Bolling has 
gleaned nearly all the examples of accidental omission of a line or group of 
lines and listed them in AJP 37 (1916) 2-7 (Iliad) and 452-4 (Odyssey). As 
examples of omission of a group of lines extending from the line after the first 

62. Cf. e.g. the scholium (H) on Od. 13. 398-401 giving the reason for Aristarchus's 
athetesis of the lines: U9e'tOUV'tat )lE't:U ucr't:epio"KOJV roc;; EK 't:WV B~fjc;; [430-3] )lE't:EVIlVEYJlEVOt

though in these two passages in 13, just as in 10. 475-9 and 12. 28-32, the repetition is not 
exact. 

63. I list only the examples which have occurred before 10. 474: 4. 476, 5. 42, 115, 6. 315, 
7. 77, 9. 533. 

64. See above, n. 27. 
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leg of a homoiarchon to the line containing the second (as with the homoi
archon at Od. 10. 474, 479) one may cite II. 23. 283f., Od. 1. 279-92, 2. 120f., 
7. 89-91,9. 169f., 12. 265-70, 13. 435f., 17.491-3, 19. 331-3, each omitted by 
one of Ludwich's MSS. ; Od. 24. 28-31, omitted by two of Ludwich's MSS., 
each from a different Allen family; and Od. 21. 334f., omitted by one of Allen's 
families. 65 In all these cases the homoiarchon is more pronounced than that in 
Od. 10.474,479,66 but I am assuming that the omission of 10. 475-9 was caused 
at any rate primarily, and perhaps solely, by the other bomoiographon (in 475, 
480). What homoiographa can we find resembling 10. 475 ... ai.rrap Ef.!Ot, 480 
ainap €yro, and leading to the omission of a group of lines extending from the 
line containing the first leg of the bomoiarchon to the line before the second? 
We can first cite a case where the presence of a special factor bas probably drawn 
the scribe's attention to a word in the line after the one be is about to copy: in 
the middle of Od. 8. 434 the word -rpirco8a occurs, and the scribe of Ludwicb's 
P (=Allen's Pal.) presumably noticed that it recurred immediately below it in 
the middle of the next line (435 -rpirco8'); after writing 434 he returned to his 
exemplar and the -rpirco8oc; in the middle of 437 caught his eye; hence he next 
wrote 437, omitting435f.67 Cf. the omission by Ludwich's (=Allen's) W of Od. 
18. 92f. from its text: 91ft €Mcr~:t' &c; f..LtV, 92i'j!': f..LtVi'jK' €Mcr~:t~:, 94-fiK' €Mmn, 
tva f..LiJ J.LtV, though we cannot be certain that 91 has played a part in the process 
leading to the omission. To return to Od. 10. 475-9: if the scribe deliberately 
looked at the beginning of 475 before writing 474, we may wonder why the 
opening &c; E<pav did not stick in his mind. The answer is probably that this 
phrase was so unemphatic, routine and expected, amounting to little more 
than our closing quotation-marks, that it was taken for granted and made 
little impression on his memory. In any case, it is interesting that there is a very 
close parallel in the omission of II. 4. 401f. from the text of Ludwich's Db 
(=Allen's Mll): 401 begins &c; <paw, -rov 8' and 403 begins -rov 8'. Finally, an 
example with two homoiographa which I think comes fairly close to Od. 10. 
475-9 is Od. 11. 29lf., omitted from the text ofLudwicb's P (=Allen's Pal.): 
290 EK <DuAUKYJc; EAUO"EtE, 292 E~EMav; 291 apyaMac;, 293 ... apyaA.!':ot; the 

65. The family, q, comprises 11 MSS. Two are not extant at this point; and from the 'om. 
q' in Allen's apparatus we can deduce no more than that a substantial proportion of the 
remainder omit the lines: cf. the lists of specimens of agreement within the various families 
(especially the larger ones) given by Allen in 'The Text of the Odyssey', Papers of the British 
School at Rome 5 (1910) 1- 85. (A qualification of this sort will be taken for granted in my 
subsequent references to omissions by Allen's families .) The homoiarchon which led to the 
omission of Od. 21. 334f. is actually 333 t'tvop6c;, 335 uvop6c; (not 7tU'tp6c;), read by (among 
others) Allen's L8, the ancestor of his family g, and g = q minus LS. 

66. Od. 19. 331-3 may be an exception- 330 1:4), 333 'tOU- but the operative homoio
graphon is probably wider than this: we have 329f. oc; ... ui:m.'lc; BlJ Ka.i Ct1tT]VEU doij, I 'tqJ 
and 332f. i:lc; ... aim'>c; BlJ KaiuJ.lUJ.!Ova doij, I 'tOu. 

67. It is possible that the word nup also played a part in the process leading to the omission, 
even though it occurs in a different part of the line each time: 434 ... nupi ... 'tpinooa ... , 
435 ... 1:pinoo' ... nupi ... , 437 ... 1:pinoooc; nup .... 
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first homoiographon presumably operates partly because of its semantic 
content as distinct from its appearance (cf. 10. 475 ... aimxp EJ.loi, 480 
ainap tyro). 

Of course the fewer MSS. omit a given line (or group of lines), the more 
likely the omission is to be accidental (and that was my main reason for refuting 
the allegation that Eustathius omits Od. 10. 475-9): what examples can be 
cited of accidental omission by a small group of MSS. not confined to a single 
Allen family? We run into a certain difficulty here, in that Ludwich, who 
regularly records accidental omissions, uses about a third as many MSS. for 
his Odyssey, and a little under half as many MSS. for his Iliad, as Allen does 
for his editions respectively, and Allen hardly ever records obviously accidental 
omissions. Nevertheless, we do have enough information to be in a position to 
demonstrate that the size and composition of the group of MSS. omitting 10. 
475-9 is compatible with the hypothesis of accidental omission. In the case of 
10. 475-9 the homoiographa are not so strong that the actual mistake of 
omission (as distinct from the copying of the resultant defective text) would be 
likely to occur more than once: our most valuable parallels, then, will be 
cases where there is little or no homoiographic temptation to omission. In this 
category we may mention Od. 20. 83, absolutely essential to the sense but 
omitted by two of Allen's families plus another MS.; Od. 17. 432, essential to 
the sense but omitted by three of Allen's families and two other MSS. ;68 Od. 
12.441, omitted by two of the three members of Allen's family h,69 one other 
MS., and probably also Pap. Rylands 53 (saec. iii-iv p.C.), which has space for 
only two lines between 438 and 442; 70 Od. 8. 430-32, omitted by Allen's US 

68. 'om. a d I' Allen, 'om. X D Z' Ludwich, but only one of the MSS. cited by Ludwich 
belongs to a family cited by Allen. Bolling at AJP 31 (1916) 453 curiously lists the line not as an 
accidental omission but as a 'probable interpolation', but in fact 7t6p9Eov in 433 requires 
Ai')'U1tticov avllpli'>v 7tEptKaA.Mu~ aypOU!; in 432 as its object, and ')'UVUiKU!;, 'tEKVUand UlJ'tOU!; 
(433f.), considered together, require Ai')'U7tticov avllpli'>v in 432 as their point of reference. 
Moreover, the authenticity of the line is further guaranteed by the fact that 17. 427-41 = 14. 
258-72, with 17. 432 = 14. 263. 

69. Here it has been possible to clarify the information in Allen's apparatus ('om. h') 
by reference to Papers (above, n. 65) 41. 

70. See A. S. Hunt, Catalogue of the Greek Papyri in the John Rylands Library Vol. I 
(Manchester 1911) pp. 96, 169. 

The omission must be accidental: the line was present in the edition of Aristarchus, the 
ancestor of the numerus versuum of our MSS. (see Schol. H ad loc.); it is quoted by Strabo 
44); and it is virtually indispensable to its context: llt in Homer does occasionally introduce 
he main clause following a temporal clause, but here the sense requires that the time defined 

by 439f. be the time when the wood reappears (441) rather than the time when Odysseus lets 
go of the fig-tree ( 442), an action which is merely a natural consequence of the reappearance. 
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(saec. xv) and Z (saec. xvi), each from a different family; 71 and probably Od. 
20. 46, omitted by Allen's R2 and four members of his family q. 72 As an example 
where the temptation to omission is moderate, one may cite II. 9. 659, essential 
to the sense but omitted by two ofLudwich's MSS., one from an Allen family 
and one from Allen's 'contaminated MSS.' 73 Omissions by a group of MSS. 
(from more than one family) where the temptation is strong include II. 1. 
486, 6. 381-5, 18.222, 21.213, 74 Od. 24.28-31. 75 

In all probability, then, Od. 10. 475-9 are genuine. Perhaps the internal 
evidence in favour of the lines is not so overwhelmingly strong as to rule out the 
hypothesis of interpolation as utterly impossible, but I believe it is strong 
enough to render it extremely unlikely. 

My main concern is merely to show that the lines are almost certainly 
'genuine' in the sense defined. My argument has not completely excluded the 
possibility that both 10. 475-9 and 12. 28-32 were composed only at the stage 
when the Nekyia was incorporated into the Odyssey; but I can now elaborate 
a view which I have already put forward indirectly, viz. that it is more likely 
than not that 10. 475-9 were in the poem before this stage (if we assume that 
the Nekyia is in fact a later addition). 

I have already posited (above, p. 2lff.) as a useful working hypothesis that, if 
the Nekyia is a later addition, the whole sequence 10. 475-89 antedates its 
insertion. 76 This sequence follows naturally on 471--4 and provides the kind of 

71. There can be little doubt that the omission is accidental. The lines are not absolutely 
indispensable to their context, but after the other chieftains have responded to Alcinous's 
exhortation to bring gifts (8. 390-93, 417-28) we should certainly expect Alcinous to add 
a gift of his own. Incidentally, the parallelism between the thought of Alcinous (431f. EJlE6Ev 
JlEJlVT]Jlevoc; ... evi JlE'YUPfil) and that of his daughter (461f. tv nm:piot ra.il] j JlVi]crl] EJlEU) 
disappears if 430-32 are removed. The lines are far from being, like the vast majority of post
Aristarchean interpolations, oupopOIJJlEVOt: the thought is similar to that in Od. 4. 591f., and 
its expression has something in common with those lines, but the general arrangement of the 
words is quite different: 8. 430-32 is a piece of free composition, and is thoroughly Homeric 
in style. The lateness of the two MSS. which omit the lines should be noted; and there is a 
comment on 430 in the scholia (H). 

72. See Papers (above, n. 65) 56: Allen's apparatus mentions q but not R2. The line is not 
indispensable to its context, though I think its omission would impoverish the text, inter alia 
by removing the neat explicit antithesis between evn,;6c; (46) and 6e6c; (47). The line is a 
ot<popOUJlEvoc; ( = II. 18. 363), and some suspicion may attach to it on that account; but it is 
at any rate of pre-Aristarchean origin, being attested by the third-century B.C. Pap. Hibeh 
23. It is just possible that it was omitted from the text of Aristarchus through lack of manu
script authority and subsequently re-interpolated, but the chances are against this, partly for 
reasons counected with my assumption (3) (above, p. 11), partly because of the lateness of the 
MSS. which omit the line (none is earlier than saec. xv). If we assurne that erroneous post
Aristarchean excision, made on the grounds that the line opewc; or olKEt6,;spov tv 'IA.tciot 
KEi'ta.t, is a possibility, that explanation would also serve to support the genuineness of Od. 
10. 475-9: cf. above, p. 28, (2). 

73. I do not count a third MS. which omits 660 as well: that error was caused by a quite 
separate homoiographon. 

74. For details see Bolling's list at AJP 37 (1916) 7. 
75. See above, p. 29. 
76. Cf. alsop. 25f. above on 10. 478f. On the lateness of 482, however, see above, n. 43. 
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introduction to a series of instructions from Circe on the next stage of Odys
seus's journey which would be as natural and necessary in a poem which lacked 
the Nekyia as it is in one which contains it. 77 There is no reason to suppose that 
the choice of night as the time for Circe's instructions of 12. 39ff. was made only 
when the Nekyia was added; and as our 475-9 mark nightfall appropriately, 
the natural presumption is that they antedate the insertion of the Nekyia. 
Berard argues that 476-9 were introduced to prepare for the Elpenor episode, 78 

and Theiler argues that this is the purpose of 476f.: 'Das Trink en ist notwendig 
zur Vorbereitung des Unfalls des Elpenor 552ff.' 79 In fact, however, no refer
ence to drinking is necessary before 555 o{vo~apf.irov, and in any case before 
477 we have the identical line 468, which no one (as far as I know) has suspected 
of lateness, and which, with its OatVUJlEVot ... ~tE8u T}M, provides adequate 
preparation for 555ff.; and there is no reason why the mode of Elpenor's 
death should not have been inspired partly by a pre-existing 477. On the 
other hand we cannot rule out ~s impossible the hypothesis that whoever 
introduced the Nekyia chose to insert a further reference to drinking and 
expanded and altered an earlier description of nightfall in order to do so. 80 I 
argue only that, particularly in view of the presence of 468, there would not 
have been a strong motive for doing this, and that 476f. do not need the ensuing 
Elpenor episode to justify their presence. 

If 10. 480-86 (minus the post-Aristarchean 482), or merely 480f., are late
i.e. were composed at the stage when the Nekyia was introduced- our view 
that 475-9 are probably early (i.e. pre-Nekyia) may well be thrown into 
considerable doubt in vi~w of the close cohesion of the passage 475-86; hence 
it seems worth examining the criticisms which have been levelled against 
480-86. First, Page objects en passant to 483f., 'Circe ... had made no such 
promise.' 81 However, the facts are stated more accurately by Stanford: 
'Homer has not mentioned this promise before' ;82 and, as Merry observes, 
'As we have the doings of a whole year unrecorded, there was plenty of oppor-

77. About 489 itself, however, one may well feel more doubt: it would suit a Nekyialess 
Odyssey well enough, but it is possible that in its place Circe originally spoke a line which was 
unsuited to the version with the Nekyia (e.g. with the sense 'You can set off for Ithaca tomor
row'). 

78. Cf. n. 48 above. 
79. Cf. n. 49 above. 
80. I am assuming that the Elpenor episode (10. 552-60, 11. 51-83, 12. 9-16) does not 

postdate the introduction of the Nekyia into the Odyssey. The main function ofElpenor in our 
present poem seems to be to link the Nekyia with the Circe episode, in much the same way as 
the Intermezzo (11. 333-84) is designed to place the Nekyia securely within the broader 
framework of Odysseus's story to Alcinous: it seems likely, then, that both links were forged 
at the stage when the Nekyia was first incorporated into the Odyssey. However, if we suppose 
that the Elpenor episode is later than this, the terminus ante quem for 10. 475-9 in their 
present form will have to be brought forward accordingly, and corresponding alterations 
made in my definitions of the terms 'genuine' and 'interpolated' on p. 23 above. 

81. Op cit. (above, n. 37) 29. 
82. Op cit. (above, n. 5) ad Joe. 
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tunity for the promise to have been made.' 83 We must bear in mind the synoptic 
brevity which characterizes much of the narrative of the Apologoi. Secondly, 
Theiler complains that 481 youvrov EA.A.t'tavwcra 'verki.irzt aus youvrov 
U\j/UJ.lEVOt; sA.A.t'tUVEucra (vgl. Q 357)' is 'merkwi.irdig'; 84 but the expression 
occurs elsewhere in Homer. Merry and Stanford take youvrov as a genitive of 
adjuration, 'by her knees', and compare Od. 2. 68 A.icrcroJ.lat ... ZTJV6t;; Merry 
also compares II. 22. 338 A.icrcroJ.l' urr:i:p \j/UXf\t; Kai youvrov crmv 'tE 'tOKTJffiV, to 
which one should add Achilles's reply, J.lTJ J.lE, Kuov, youvrov youva~co J.lTJDi: 
WKTJffiV (345), where the preposition is absent. However, as Odysseus in his 
speech at 10. 483ff., unlike Hector at II. 22. 338, does not actually say, 'I 
beseech you by your knees', it is better to follow Leaf on II. 9. 451ij S' al.i:v 
EJ.li: A.tcrcrscrKE'tO youvrov: 'It is a pregnant construction, and we must supply 
A.a~rov or the like from A.tcrcrscrKEw.' 85 Leaf's opinion is confirmed by Od. 22. 
333ff., where Phemius wonders whether he should take refuge at the altar of 
Zeus or youvrov A.icrcrotw rr:pocrai!;at; '08ucrfja (337): he plumps for the second 
alternative: <b8E Ss oi. cppovsovn 8oacrcraw Ksp8tov dvm, I youvrov 
a\jlacr8at AaEpnaSEro 'OSucrfjot; (338f.): here we have a virtual equation 
youvrov A.icrcrccr8at= youvrov U'JfUJ.lEVot; A.icrcrEcr8at. The pregnant construction 
may have arisen out of the hyperbata II. 6. 45 A.a~cl>v 8A.A.icrcrE'tO youvrov, 21. 
71 eA.cl>v 8A.A.icrcrEw youvrov, Od.6. 142 youvrov A.icrcrotw A.a~rov. 'Merkwi.irdig' 
this construction may be, but it is certainly not unparalleled, and cannot be 
taken as an indication of lateness. Thirdly, Theiler objects that at Od. 10. 481 
Sea Ss J.lOt EKtcUEV au8fjt; is 'nur als :fli.ichtige Wiederholung von 311 erkliirbar; 
dort, wo Odysseus an der Ti.ire ruft, ist die Wendung treffend'. One has 
considerable sympathy with this objection, though what conclusion can be 
drawn from the facts is questionable. At 311 the meaning must be simply 
'heard'; at 481 it must be 'listened'- probably 'I made my plea to her, while 
she listened', though au8fjt;, 'voice', is not quite the right word: we should 
expect something like J.lu8rov, or simply J.lEU ( cf. KA.u8i J.lEU, II. 1. 37 etc., KsKA.tns 
J.lEU, II. 3. 86 etc., KSKAU'ts !lEU J.1U8rov, Od. 12. 271, 340); or else the meaning is 
'listened' in the sense 'and she gave my plea an attentive and sympathetic 
hearing' (as often of gods' 'hearing' mortals when they pray, e.g. II. 1. 43, 218), 
though with this interpretation I think the incongruity of aU8fjt; becomes 
somewhat more obtrusive. With either interpretation, we can simply take this 
as a rather careless re-use of a clause used a little earlier, or we may speculate 
that the poet considered saying 8Ea Ss ~Lot EKAUEV apfjt; (as at Od. 4. 767, with 
oi for J.lot) -possibly a formula -but rejected apfj<; as unsuited to the circum
stances - Circe was not the kind of goddess to whom one addressed a 'prayer', 
least of all while sharing her bed - and lamely substituted aU8fjt;, recollected 

83. Op. cit. (above, n. 3) ad Joe. 
84. Loc. cit. (above. n. 38). 
85. Op. cit. (above, n. 16). So also Ameis-Hentze on Od. 10. 481 in their edition: 'rouvrov 

bei den Knieen, sc. A.ul3rov.' 
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from 10. 311. In either event, this type of re-use, with slight inappropriateness, 
of a phrase used earlier is not uncommon in the Homeric epic and need not be 
taken as an indication of lateness. 86 As for the position of eea OS !lOt BKAUEV 
auoi'j~, i.e. between the verb of beseeching and the beginning of the speech, cf. 
fl. 16. 231:ff. euxe't' enet'ta cr'ta~ !lEcrq> lipKei:, A.eipe os oivov I oupavov 
dcravtorov· Aia o' ou Mee TtpmKtpauvov· I "Zeu ... ",with which one should 
compare the line (249) which immediately follows the speech, &~ e<pa-r' 
tUXO!lEVO~, 't'OU o' BKAUt !lll'ttt't'U Zeu~. Against the evidence of auoi'j~ in 481 
we should weight a consideration mentioned earlier- that 475-89 provide 
the kind of introduction to a speech from Circe which would be not only 
natural but necessary in an Odyssey without the Nekyia. 87 

86. Cf. p. 19 above. 
87. I should like to thank Mr. K. L. McKay, who read a draft of this article and made some 

helpful comments. 
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